K and Grade 1 Scavenger Hunt
Rhythm is the combination of long and short sounds. Let's go on a hunt in
your house to have some rhythm fun! Be sure to ask an adult before playing
any of your new instruments.

1. Find something in your house that is made of WOOD

tap

a FAST

2. Find something that you can SHAKE

works well) and shake a SLOW

3. Find something that is made of metal

and

beat.

(a box of rice or pasta

beat.

and make up your own

rhythm patterns to play.

4. Find something that you can scrape

hit

, shake

, or

, and make up your own rhythm patterns to play.

BONUS - get your family members together with the four
items you found and have everyone play the rhythm band
together!

Grades 2 and 3 Rhythm Activities
1. Go to: Musicplayonline.com

2. Log in with the information in the blue box.

3. Go to Games on the right side of the screen. Play “Which Rhythm Do You Hear?” and/or “Rhythm
Racing”.

Grades 2 and 3 Rhythm Activities (continued)
Spring Rhythms
Directions:
Print this chart or draw it on a piece of paper. Write each word or phrase from the spring word bank in the
column for the rhythm that it matches. Some are done already as an example.
Bonus:
After you fill in the words from the spring word bank, fil in the empty boxes with your own spring words or
phrases that match the rhythms.

Spring Word Bank:
raindrops
flowers growing
cutting grass
birds singing

green
umbrella
baseball season
sun shining

sandals
short-sleeved shirts
rain
daffodils

Grades 4 & 5 Rhythm Activities
Scavenger Hunt
1.
2.
3.
4.

Clap and say each rhythm pattern below using our rhythm syllables (ta, ti-ti, etc.)
Find items in your house whose names match each of these rhythm patterns.
After you find these items, put them into different combinations of 4.
Find the combination you like best and perform.

Create your own:

For example:
RHYTHM

Found Item:

RHYTHM

Found Item:

French toast
Pillow case
Peanut butter pie
Toilet paper
Pepperoni pizza
Couch
Bike helmet
Towel

Rhythm Performance!
1. Clap and say these rhythm patterns using our rhythm syllables (ta, ti-ti, etc.):
1

2

3

2. Now choose the rhythm pattern you like best and perform along with your favorite song.
EXTRA CHALLENGE!
Perform these patterns on found instruments, body percussion, or any other way you can find!

